“REVEALED: How To ‘Hack’
A Popular Forex Indicator
And Squeeze Every Last Pip
Out Of The Market …Now!”

I’m going to keep this short...
Why is it that 95% of traders lose?
It’s really very simple... because the 95% all act like a herd of “sheep”
...and they all use the same charts and indicators.
But I’m going to show you something. Something very special.

I’m Going To Show You
How To “Hack” An Indicator
...and how to use it until your broker is begging you for mercy!
Here’s the deal...
We’re going to talk about the MACD indicator.
Now, most people use this indicator for divergence trading.
However, as we both know, the money is in riding the trend – so we
need to do something different.
What we want to do is take the MACD and take it to its absolute
limits!
I’m deadly serious here.

Usually, the MACD uses higher values such as the “classic” 12,26,9
configuration.

What we’re going to do is take the MACD and turn it into...

A Lightning-Fast, Tricked-Up Tool To
Slingshot You Into High-Probability Trades!
Instead of the super-slow 12,26,9 settings on the MACD ...you enter
4,6,4.
If you use Metatrader4™ – then you should set your MACD
configuration like this:

With this setup you’re going to be catapulted into rocket-ship style
trades like this:

I can’t reveal too much about this “hack” as it is unfair to the lucky
traders who have managed to get their hands on a copy of FX Pip
Sniper.

FX Pip Sniper is the *EXCLUSIVE* trading method that reveals –
step-by-step – how to trade the MACD(4,6,4) for consistent returns.
If you’re ready to finally take your trading SERIOUSLY – then I’m
talking to you.

Click the link below to get instant access to FX Pip Sniper:

>>> http://www.FXPipSniper.com <<<

P.S. – I’m not sure how longs FX Pip Sniper is going to be available
for ...to “lock in” your copy you need to click the above link RIGHT
NOW!
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